The Pro Series flaunts a modern style while encompassing all of the most desirable cooking features that
ILVE has offered the discerning chef for over 60 years.
The Pro Collection offers streamlined form and understated controls and handrails in both stainless steel and
matte graphite and can be ordered in a 36” single
or unique double oven as well as an exclusive 40”
and 48” size with double ovens. Various cooktop
configurations are available for a completely
tailored home cooking experience.
From an 8 minute pre-heat option to green
energy features, ILVE Ranges are stateof-the-art when it comes to functionality,
while keeping simplicity of use first and
foremost. From preparation to cleanup,
ILVE spares no effort to making cooking
a pleasure, each and every time.
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RO SERIE

ILVE® (ILL-Vay) was founded in
1952 as a brand that is steadfastly committed to exceptional
handcrafted quality in residential
cooking appliances including ranges,
cooktops, ventilation and accessories.
ILVE’s state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility, located near Venice, Italy represents
more than 50 years of tradition, continuous
technological research and relentless innovation.
Bringing a unique brand of Italian craftsmanship
to the devoted chef, ILVE has become known as
the brand for people who are passionate about
cooking and fine kitchen appliances.

ILVE patented high efficiency gas brass burners

The ILVE Pro Series of ranges offers sleek designer features, superior
cooking technology and a sharp price point to ensure that this is no
ordinary kitchen appliance.

Extended depth backguard to achieve standard cabinet depth

Large capacity multi-function oven

Full-width warming drawer

Removable rotisserie accessory

Removable griddle over oblong fish burner

Easy-to-remove triple pane glass doors

Continuous grates

36”

36” DOUBLE

PROSERIES

40”

48”
AVAILABLE IN:

COLLECTION

Stainless
Steel

BURNER CONFIGURATIONS:

Matte
Graphite

For 36” & 40” ranges

For 40” ranges

For 48” ranges

